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Abstract: Questions have been raised on what role the knowledge provided by sustainability science 
actually plays in the transition to sustainability and what role it may play in the future. In this paper 
we investigate different approaches to sustainability transformation of food systems by analyzing 
the rationale behind transformative acts—the ground that the direct agents of change act upon—
and how the type of rationale is connected to the role of research and how the agents of change are 
involved. To do this we employ Max Weber’s distinction between instrumental rationality and 
value-rationality in social action. In particular, we compare two different approaches to the role of 
research in sustainability transformation: (1) Performance-based approaches that measure 
performance and set up sustainability indicator targets and benchmarks to motivate the agents in 
the food system to change; (2) Values-based approaches that aim at communicating and mediating 
sustainability values to enable coordinated and cooperative action to transform the food system. We 
identify their respective strengths and weaknesses based on a cross-case analysis of four cases, and 
propose that the two approaches, like Weber’s two types of rationality, are complementary—
because they are based on complementary observer stances—and that an optimal in-between 
approach therefore cannot be found. However, there are options for reflexive learning by observing 
one perspective—and its possible blind spots—from the vantage point of the other, so we suggest 
that new strategies for sustainability transformation can be found based on reflexive rationality as 
a third and distinct type of rationality. 

Keywords: complementarity; food systems; perspectives; rationality; sustainability assessment; 
sustainability transformation; sustainability transition; sustainability science 

 

“Like any action, social action may be determined as: (1) instrumentally rational through 
expectations of the behavior of objects in the environment and of other human beings, and 
the use of these expectations as “conditions” or “means” to attain one’s own rationally 
pursued and calculated ends; (2) value-rational through a conscious belief in the 
unconditional intrinsic value of some specific ethical, aesthetic, religious, or other form of 
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behavior purely as such and independently of its effects ...” Max Weber [1] (Teil 1, I, §2, 
own translation of [2], emphasis in original). 

1. Introduction 

Food production has substantial impacts on climate change, biodiversity and environmental 
resources such as water, soil, and air [3], and it plays a significant role in the global threats to 
planetary boundaries [4,5]. Accordingly, a wealth of sustainability assessment methods has been 
developed by science to help food systems become more sustainable (e.g., [6–8]). However, the 
transition to sustainability does not necessarily start with an evaluation of sustainability, and 
sustainability assessment does not automatically lead to sustainability transformation [9–19]. 
Generally, there is a tension between research that is oriented toward description and analysis and 
research that is oriented toward action and development [20]. A better understanding of complex 
social-ecological systems in itself does not necessarily offer solutions to sustainability problems in 
practice [18,21]. It can be argued that there is an ongoing “sustainability revolution” in form of a 
broad, long-term shift in governance paradigm or regime, but the ongoing transformations are 
largely piecemeal, incremental and diffuse [22]. The actual course and pace is uncertain, and it is not 
clear how science can best contribute to the processes of transformation that are brought about by 
societal agents of change. Therefore, the questions of how to prompt social–ecological transitions to 
achieve sustainable transformational change and, specifically, how to overcome the so-called 
“implementation problem” (from the viewpoint of research) of how to get from sustainability 
assessment to sustainability transformation are coming to the fore in sustainability science (e.g., 
[18,19,23–33]). 

While sustainability science has increased our understanding of complex problems in social-
ecological systems substantially, progress on how this knowledge can lead to transition to 
sustainability is lacking. On this basis, Miller et al. [34] (p. 244) pose some very fundamental questions 
on the role of science and knowledge in facilitating sustainability outcomes: “What is the appropriate 
role of science in contributing to action and decision-making for sustainability? What kind of science 
is useful for this purpose? What knowledge, if any, is needed to make better decisions? How can 
sustainability science best participate in the implementation of sustainable solutions?” They suggest, 
inter alia, that sustainability science can strengthen its contributions to sustainability transitions by 
creating and pursuing desirable futures and by mapping and deliberating sustainability values, 
focusing on the role of values in science and decision-making for sustainability [34] (p. 243). 

Knowledge and values, and the relation between knowledge and values, thus seem to be at the 
center stage in the question of how to “implement” sustainability assessments to achieve 
transformations towards sustainability in food systems and in other social-ecological systems. 
Sustainability assessments are complex and typically made by experts, whereas sustainability 
transformation involves changes in a range of practices and “learning by doing” by different actors 
(farmers and processors, marketers, business people, policy makers, consumers) who are primarily 
focused on efficient and sufficient production and distribution of food, fiber and energy. Hence, there 
are growing concerns in sustainability science about the lack of practical use of sustainability 
assessment tools in food systems and agricultural decision support tools by the intended users 
[35,36], and the lack of impact of farming systems modelling to improve farming systems by 
supporting farmer behavior change [37]. More generally, the different kinds of information systems 
for environmental management fail to be used and benefit policy and planning outcomes [38].  

Participatory processes are increasingly suggested to be a solution to the implementation 
problem. In a large review of stakeholder participation for environmental management, Mark S. Reed 
states that: “The complex and dynamic nature of environmental problems requires flexible and 
transparent decision-making that embraces a diversity of knowledges and values. For this reason, 
stakeholder participation in environmental decision-making has been increasingly sought and 
embedded into national and international policy.” [39] (p. 2417). Not only is participation a potential 
solution to the management of complexity, but relatedly, the authors referenced above also point to 
better participation as a possible solution to the implementation problem. For example, they propose 
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the need for learning from stakeholders and end users [35], including user perceptions and intentions 
[38], and intimate involvement of those who are needed for change to be implemented [37], in a 
paradigm featuring dialogue in order to construct relevance to practice [36].  

However, there is a growing general acknowledgement that participation in itself is not enough 
to overcome the implementation problem [39,40]. “Although many benefits have been claimed for 
participation, disillusionment has grown amongst practitioners and stakeholders who have felt let 
down when these claims are not realised.” [39] (p. 2417). Even transdisciplinary research that includes 
in-depth participation and integration of practice knowledge does not necessarily result in change in 
a sustainable direction [41]. Reed concludes that “stakeholder participation needs to be underpinned 
by a philosophy that emphasises empowerment, equity, trust and learning.” [39] (p. 2426).  

These are important elements, but we believe a deeper analysis of the role of knowledges and 
values in sustainability transformation can help resolve the implementation problem and the broader 
problem of how to best promote transformation. Focus is on the transformational “system failures” 
divided into the directionality failure and the reflexivity failure [42,43]. Directionality failure concerns 
a lack of shared vision regarding the goal and direction of the transformation process and consequent 
inability of distributed agents to shape systemic change. Reflexivity failure concerns the insufficient 
ability of the system to monitor, anticipate and involve actors in processes of self-governance, partly 
because of different discursive spheres and the need to deal with uncertainty. 

The sustainability assessment approach may itself also increase risk of transformation failure. 
The development of multicriteria sustainability assessments enhances the knowledge basis for 
making decisions towards sustainability transformation through better tools and more appropriate 
tool choices (e.g., [44]). However, it has proven harder than expected to put into practice the 
principles of sustainability assessment [45,46]. Many sustainability attributes are not (yet) measurable 
and “hard” methodologies need to be complemented by “soft” methodologies which are at least able 
to identify critical issues and trade-offs [45]. Since any assessment tool has already assumed 
fundamental value judgements related to what is considered good or not good in terms of 
sustainability [47], the full effectiveness of such tools can only be reached by exposing and working 
with the value basis in relation to value communication, motivation and trust [48]. More generally, 
Jones et al. [49] state that values are a fundamental aspect of cognition that complements the use of 
other cognitive constructs such as knowledge, and that the study of values deserves a stronger place 
to further our understanding of the cognitive dimensions in the coupling of social and ecological 
systems and to improve the practical management of social-ecological systems.  

On this background, there is a need to explicate the difference between working with better 
knowledge and stronger values in the development of research methods and tools for taking actions 
towards sustainability transformation. Alrøe et al. [48] call for comparisons of the strengths, 
weaknesses and complementarities of performance-based and values-based approaches to bringing 
about real transformation towards more sustainable food systems. These contraposed approaches 
exhibit very different grounds of action. In brief, performance-based approaches aim at measuring 
performance and setting up sustainability indicator targets and benchmarks to motivate the agents 
in the food system to contribute to the transformation, whereas values-based approaches aim at 
communicating and mediating sustainability values to enable coordinated and cooperative action to 
transform the food system.  

In this paper we compare and analyze performance-based and values-based approaches to 
sustainability transformation of food systems by analyzing the rationale behind the transformation—
the basis that the direct agents of change (including individuals, businesses and governmental and 
non-governmental organizations) are assumed to act upon—and how the type of rationale is 
connected with how the agents of change are involved and how research is involved in the approach 
[50,51]. To do this we employ Max Weber’s distinction between instrumental rationality and value-
rationality in social action [52,53] (see also [54]). The concept of rationality is often associated 
exclusively with instrumental rationality, but Weber’s more general concept of rationality means 
using grounds of action that can be substantiated in an understandable and communicable way.  
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Contrasting performance and value oriented strategies in this way enables us to better 
understand their respective strengths and weaknesses in bringing about sustainability 
transformation, to see what might be learned from one approach to improve the other, and to suggest 
new strategies for sustainability transformation.  

2. Framework for Analysis  

2.1. Rationale or Ground of Action 

We use the distinction, suggested by Weber, between instrumental rationality (sometimes 
translated as “means-ends rationality”) and value-rationality to analyze the rationale that is 
employed to promote sustainability transformation in performance-based and values-based 
approaches: 

“Social action, like all action, may be oriented in four ways. It may be: (1) instrumentally 
rational (zweckrational), that is, determined by expectations as to the behavior of objects in 
the environment and of other human beings; these expectations are used as “conditions” or 
“means” for the attainment of the actor's own rationally pursued and calculated ends; (2) 
value-rational (wertrational), that is, determined by a conscious belief in the value for its 
own sake of some ethical, aesthetic, religious, or other form of behavior, independently of 
its prospects of success; (3) affectual (especially emotional), that is, determined by the 
actor’s specific affects and feeling states; (4) traditional, that is, determined by ingrained 
habituation.” [52] (p. 25). 

Social action is action which is meaningfully oriented toward the behavior of other persons, and 
both strictly traditional behavior and purely affectual behavior lie on the borderline of what can 
justifiably be called meaningfully oriented action [52,55]. Though based in individual actors, affectual 
action can be a crucial component of social action, especially in times of upheaval, and traditional, or 
habitual, action is undoubtedly a very important part of everyday social action in form of traditions 
and institutionalizations. However, neither can be communicated as rationales for action. We 
therefore focus on the distinction between instrumental rationality and value-rationality as two 
different forms of rational grounds of action.  

Value-rational action is distinguished from the affectual type by its explicit formulation of the 
values governing the action and the consistent intentional and purposeful orientation of the action to 
these values [52,56]. Since value is what is pursued through action, it is a cause or ground of action, 
but it is also the end of action, the good that is sought [57]. However, the meaning of the action does 
not lie in the achievement of end results, but in the intrinsic value of the action, irrespective of the 
likelihood of success or of costs that might occur [58]. By contrast, instrumentally rational action is 
based on knowledge (expectations) of the consequences of the action (e.g., expected benefits and 
costs). The means, the end, and the secondary consequences are all rationally considered, taken into 
account, and weighed. Ends, goals, and aims are always values-based, but what characterizes 
instrumental action is that actions are grounded in the knowledge-based expectations of how to reach 
those ends and not in those values in themselves (see also [53]). 

More generally, Weber pointed out that different departments of life such as mystical 
contemplation, economic life, technique, scientific research, military training, law, and 
administration may be rationalized in terms of very different ultimate values and ends, and: “what 
is rational from one point of view may well be irrational from another” [59] (p. 26). In particular, the 
value-rational must appear completely irrational from the viewpoint of instrumental rationality (cf., 
[52,53]), but: “A thing is never irrational in itself, but only from a particular rational point of view.” 
[59] (p. 194).  

This perspectival view of rationality was radicalized further by Niklas Luhmann, who pointed 
out that in general rationales do not exist outside the perspectives of social systems: “Modern 
society’s principle of differentiation makes the question of rationality more urgent—and at the same 
time insoluble. … The concept of rationality merely formulates the most demanding perspective on 
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a system’s self-reflection. It does not signify a norm, a value, or an idea that confronts real systems. 
(That would presuppose someone who says that it is rational to be guided by this.) It merely indicates 
the keystone of the logic of self-referential systems.” [60] (p. 477).  

2.2. Ideal-Types 

In practice, the two modes of orientation of action, instrumental rationality and value-
rationality, are often intertwined. Weber notes that this classification formulates in conceptually pure 
form certain sociologically important types to which actual action is more or less closely 
approximated or which constitute its elements. For example, the ends (goals) of instrumental actions 
may well be determined in a value-rational manner, so that the action is instrumentally rational only 
in respect to the choice of means. However, Weber’s clear conceptual distinction of different and 
equally compelling grounds of action is important to avoid a one-sided view of rationales, where 
acting on the basis of values may seem plainly irrational from an instrumental rationality, or the 
opposite.  

The types of rationality are thus proposed as “ideal-types”, a notion conceived by Weber as a 
methodological tool to help understand and analyze social reality:  

“… we can make the characteristic features of [the relationship between empirical data and 
an abstract construct] pragmatically clear and understandable by reference to an ideal-type. 
This procedure can be indispensable for heuristic as well as expository purposes. The ideal 
typical concept will help to develop our skill in interpretation in research: it is no 
‘hypothesis’ but it offers guidance to the construction of hypotheses. It is not a description 
of reality but it aims to give unambiguous means of expression to such a description. … An 
ideal type is formed by the one-sided accentuation of one or more points of view and by 
the synthesis of a great many diffuse, discrete, more or less present and occasionally absent 
concrete individual phenomena, which are arranged according to those one-sidedly 
emphasized viewpoints into a unified thought construct. In its conceptual purity, this 
mental construct cannot be found empirically anywhere in reality. It is a utopia.” [61] (p. 
90). 

The use of the undifferentiated collective concepts of everyday speech is always a cloak for 
confusion of thought and action, Weber writes, whereas, when carefully applied, ideal-typical 
concepts are particularly useful in research and exposition: “Only through ideal-typical concept-
construction do the viewpoints with which we are concerned in individual cases become explicit. 
Their peculiar character is brought out by the confrontation of empirical reality with the ideal-type” 
[61] (p. 110). 

The two kinds of approaches to the role of research in sustainability transformation that we 
contrapose here, performance-based and values-based, can themselves be seen as ideal-types. We use 
Weber’s well-known and more fundamental ideal-types of rationality to compare performance-based 
and values-based approaches in regard to a number of exemplary cases. Performance-based 
approaches to sustainability transformation follow a surge of performance-based measures to 
improve performance in business management [62,63], as well as in organizational and public 
management [64,65]. As an ideal-type, the performance-based approach is based on the 
institutionalization of an instrumental reason for action in form of selected performance measures 
and indicators [66], i.e., sustainability assessment tools and frameworks like multicriteria assessments 
(MCA) and key performance indicators (KPI). Performance-based approaches aim at enhancing the 
abilities of practitioners to achieve sustainable outcomes, in part by rewarding those activities 
through their verification and social or economic marketability. The values-based approach, as ideal-
type, is based on a set of institutionalized values, i.e., a set of agreed upon values that directs the 
decisions and actions of daily practices and development initiatives. Many individual, community 
and organizational approaches to sustainability transformation are values-based in this sense; for 
example, organic farming and food systems directed by overall values and ethical principles.  
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2.3. Cross-Case Analysis 

The analysis of rationale is carried out in a cross-case analysis of four cases. The cases are specific 
projects or initiatives that represent different research approaches to the transformation of food 
systems toward more sustainable practices and structures. Some cases are directed by researchers, 
others not. One or more from the author group has been involved in all the cases, and for all but one, 
in a leading role.  

Cross-case analysis is a research method that allows researchers to compare cases from different 
settings, communities, or groups to understand relationships among the cases, refine and develop 
concepts, and build or test theory [67]. Some features of cross-case analysis are: cases represent rich 
examples of experiences; cases are comparable in relation to certain patterns of similarities and 
differences; comparisons among cases can construct and yield meaningful linkages, analogies, 
inferences, and conditional generalizations; and the analysis provides possibilities for learning from 
one case to another. 

The cases analyzed in this article can be seen as representatives of the two ideal-typical 
approaches to the role of research in sustainability transformation, performance-based and values-
based approaches. They have been selected as what Flyvbjerg [54] calls extreme cases. This does not 
mean that they are all at the very extreme ends of the instrumental rationality—value-rationality 
spectrum. As Weber [52] (p. 26) notes: “It would be very unusual to find concrete cases of action, 
especially of social action, which were oriented only in one or another of these ways.” But it means 
that there are no cases which represent “the middle of the spectrum”, not only because we do not 
know of such approaches, but because we expect that more can be learned from cases that are closer 
to one of the two ideal-types [68]. We follow up on this methodological choice in the discussion. 

2.4. Analysis of Stakeholder Involvement 

We analyze the stakeholder involvement in approaches to sustainability transformation by 
asking who are involved (including researchers and experts), when or where in the process, and why 
and how they are involved. This analysis can provide a picture of the rationales at work in the 
different approaches that is not only directly based on the self-descriptions made by the projects or 
initiatives in the cases, but also indirectly on how they involve stakeholders, knowledges and values.  

We differentiate stakeholders by their role in the approach, and we have identified five such 
stakeholder roles: 

 Sponsors, who fund or otherwise support the specific project or initiative.  
 Developers, who work to research and develop the project or initiative.  
 Beneficiaries, for whom the project or initiative has been created, and who will directly benefit 

from it.  
 Agents of change, on whom the transformation of the system directly relies, and who are expected 

to change their practices as a result of the project or initiative. 
 Indirectly involved stakeholders, who are not engaged directly in the project or initiative, but who 

are either susceptible to be affected (positively or negatively) by it, or who indirectly affects it.  

The “direct agents of change” here is not to be confused with the usual, broader concept of 
“change agents” (e.g., [69]), the actions of which will often not directly lead to sustainability 
transformation, but depend on their influence on other, direct, agents of change. The distinction is 
important here, because the focus is on the potential of different approaches to actually lead to 
sustainability transformation, and here the direct agents of change are essential in initiating and 
enacting change. Our focus on the direct agents of change cuts across the different actor typologies 
found in relation to sustainability transformation, since these typologies include types of actors that 
have weak or no agency [70].  

The “indirectly involved stakeholders” is a very varied category. It includes public authorities 
that may indirectly affect approaches to sustainability transformation in form of incentives and 
regulations. It also includes stakeholders who are known to be affected, and who can therefore be 
included in the assessment of impacts, as well as stakeholders that are unobserved or unknown by 
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the approach in question. Sustainability is a “holistic” semantic that, so to speak, wishes to take the 
whole into consideration, and therefore all affected stakeholders are in principle included. We will 
not consider indirectly involved stakeholders in the analysis because they by definition do not 
participate in the actual decision-making, changes in practice, or other acts towards transformation, 
and therefore they are not relevant to the analysis of rationales. However, we will take up the 
question of steering by governments and the distinction between known and unknown impacts in 
the discussion. 

We identify the way in which the agents of changes are involved in the project through Biggs’ 
[71] framework of four participation modes as generalized by Probst and Hagmann [72] and 
Barreteau et al. [73]:  

 Contractual (stakeholders are “contracted” to provide input)  
 Consultative (the “owner” gathers information by consultation)  
 Collaborative (with exchange of knowledge on an equal footing)  
 Collegiate (with a shared ownership of the process) 

An important note here is that whereas the usual focus is on stakeholder involvement in research 
(as in Biggs’ framework, in line with instrumental rationality), the “involvement” here is in some 
cases the other way round, with stakeholders being the main agents in sustainability transformation, 
and research being involved in this in some ways and to some degrees. 

3. Cases 

The four cases described here are different approaches to how research can help instigate 
sustainability transformation. They have been chosen as prospective representatives of the two ideal-
type research approaches to sustainability transformation, performance-based and values-based, as 
indicated in parenthesis in the headline for each case. 

3.1. The Sustainability Consortium—TSC (Performance-Based) 

The Sustainability Consortium is a global nonprofit organization working at the intersection of 
science and business to transform the consumer goods industry to deliver more sustainable products 
[74]. Their work is organized around measuring the sustainability profiles of particular product 
categories, of which “Food, Beverage & Agriculture” is a predominant example. TSC aims to create 
credible, scalable tools, strategies and services that are based in science, informed by stakeholders 
and focused on impact across the entire lifecycle of products, including environmental, social and 
economic imperatives. More than 100 members (including manufacturers, retailers, NGOs, civil 
society and corporations), with over US$100 billion in sales, work collaboratively on innovation for a 
new generation of products and supply networks. The business motive for commercial members is 
making a profit and building economic resilience from sustainability.  

TSC is continuously building a global indicator database based on an online platform where TSC 
members can compare key performance indicators, metrics and targets to construct Life Cycle 
Assessments and Category Sustainability Profiles that identify the focus areas and performance 
measures for a particular product. The latter contain up to 15 Key Performance Indicators (KPIs), 
each with several response options, though many of the KPIs are generated by binary scores of best 
practice which are secondarily aggregated at a whole product level from many upstream and 
downstream strands of the supply chain [75]. Sustainability “hotspots” and “opportunities for 
improvement” are automatically identified and a summary of results is available instantly.  

Transforming values for improved sustainability outcomes is not an overt target of TSC’s work, 
but the member’s priorities of key performance indicators inform the sustainability programs of other 
members. There is a strong focus on learning for sustainability and an underlying premise that 
sustainability credentials in form of a high KPI score will provide a business advantage in markets 
compared to competing products with weaker KPIs or without any scoring device. For example, a 
metric called an “Improvement Opportunity Rating” is calculated for a given product that, in part, 
reflects the users’ performance compared to that of competing manufacturers and suppliers in the 
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supply chain and markets. Producers and manufacturers can use the tool to prioritize the 4–5 most 
important KPIs to discuss with suppliers or policy makers to neutralize competition and maintain 
market share and price premiums. 

TSC is an important cross-scale bridging organization that constructs sustainability metrics of 
dispersed actors in global production, manufacturing and supply chains. It is a particularly far 
reaching example of a burgeoning number of market accreditation tools that prescribe measures of 
codified sustainable practices for agriculture and forestry. Some market accreditation schemes have 
become embedded and drive the shape of established sustainability assessment practice. It has 
considerable potential strength from reaching large businesses in global production and 
manufacturing chains, from its voluntary and collaborative approach, and by being nurtured within 
a strong business practice and focus.  

3.2. New Zealand Sustainability Dashboard—NZSD (Performance-Based) 

The New Zealand Sustainability Dashboard project (2012-18) aims at developing sustainability 
assessment tools for food producers and industries, and at setting sustainability indicator targets that 
motivate the transformation of farming systems for sustainability and resilience [76]. The project has 
developed a structured framework based on international literature that has identified the four pillars 
of sustainability—environmental integrity, social well-being, economic resilience and good 
governance. The overarching goals and goal per pillar have been developed in alignment with 
Government strategies, cultural values and international sustainability assessment systems, 
especially the FAO SAFA program. 

Within each pillar a hierarchy of five levels has been created. The first describes the goal for the 
pillar, which is broken into the outcomes if that goal is achieved. Each outcome is further divided 
into objectives. The achievement or movement towards the objectives will be shown by indicators for 
which measurements can be collected by each end-user of the Dashboard. Performance measures are 
developed for each industry in consultation with stakeholders, and these are ideally measured 
against ‘reference values’ such as targets, critical thresholds, minimum farming standards and best 
practices [77]. 

As an example, the project is reviewing and refining assessment metrics for the Sustainable Wine 
New Zealand program. The focus has been on the development of assessment metrics where: 

 The metrics align with sustainability goals, outcomes and objectives. 
 The information can be easily captured and the measure calculated. 
 Measures and indicators align with national or international norms. 
 There is a reference for objective performance indicators. However, other indicators that for 

example measure the use of specific practices or the presence of plans are used where information 
to derive performance indicators is not easily available. 

In the example of energy use in winery: 

 All energy used is monitored, recorded and tracked for the production sites. 
 Performance is assessed and reported against tuned operation sized benchmarking results and 

can be incorporated into a process of continual improvement aided by links to immediately 
relevant learning resources. 

In the example of vineyard water use:  

 Water use efficiency indicators are calculated for the property including seasonal irrigation 
efficiency (seasonal water applied/seasonal evapotranspiration—seasonal rainfall, plus 
accounting for soil type) and water use efficiency (area/volume product/water applied). 

3.3. HealthyGrowth—HG (Values-Based) 

The HealthyGrowth project (2013–2016) aimed to identify alternative food chains that are able 
to grow in volume without losing the value basis that they started from, in order to learn (1) how the 
growth of values-based food chains can help the transformation into more sustainable food systems; 
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(2) to what extent such values-based food chains can function as a sound foundation for the integrity 
of organics and consumer trust; and (3) to what extent they constitute a substantial potential for 
development and growth of organic markets . 

The project was organized as a multi-perspectival project including five disciplinary 
perspectives. It included 19 case studies of values-based food chains conducted by 10 research teams 
in 10 different European countries [78]. Based on the outcome of the five disciplinary analyses, some 
of the key factors for successful values-based food chains have been identified through a multi-
perspectival process of communication involving the perspectives of the different teams.  

What characterizes the success of these cases of values-based food chains is that value 
communication (or moral communication) along the chain is crucial. Values are not seen as objects 
that can merely be transported along the chain, but as something that has to be communicated 
between the agents of the chain and re-actualized by each link in the chain to be kept alive [79]. Values 
cannot be reduced to economic value, the market actors in the chain have to be able to enter into a 
discussion of both price and value. This is in contrast to “added value” approaches where all values 
are transformed into economic values. Value communication starts in the primary production, but 
any one of the main agents of a value chain is able to mediate the values—or stop the value 
communication and turn it into a merely economic communication. Assessments and other sources 
of knowledge can enter into the development of the chains, but it is the chains themselves that 
organize the use of existing knowledge and assessment tools on the basis of their values. 

The observed cases of values-based food chains are organized as forms of partnership 
cooperation between the different agents; partnerships that support the hybrid communication 
between values and economics, and which establish mutual dependencies which facilitate long-term 
cooperation and mutual development. Involvement in these values-based food chains enhances the 
farmers’ possibility to develop more sustainable farming systems, because the very fact that the chain 
is able to mediate values makes it possible for farmers to work with the development of their 
production on the basis of values. 

3.4. MultiTrust Platform—MTP (Values-Based) 

The MultiTrust project (2011–2014) investigated methods to make and communicate overall 
assessments of the effects of organic food systems on society and nature to help organic actors 
develop the organic food systems in line with their ethical principles [80]. Organic agriculture is seen 
as a self-organizing system based on a shared meaning. This is expressed in the principles of organic 
agriculture, which are the result of a large and global process to formulate basic ethical principles for 
organic agriculture [81,82]. Since these principles in many ways harbor values that are different from 
mainstream ideas about sustainability, it was clear that the development of assessment methods 
would have to take this into account and be very specific about the value basis. However, the results 
of a multi-stakeholder workshop on how overall assessments may benefit the development of organic 
food led to a more radical solution: stakeholders concluded that: (1) assessments should be driven by 
user needs; (2) assessments must be used in chains; and (3) assessments should focus on tangible 
initiatives [83]. 

This led to the proposal of a cooperative communicational platform for developing more 
sustainable food chains [83–85]. The proposed tool works by exposing and communicating the value-
laden criteria (e.g., animals living a natural life, environmental health, closing nutrient cycles) used 
by different actors in the food chain (producers, processors, retailers, consumers, etc.) for selecting 
goods and taking new development initiatives (e.g., providing above standards outdoor facilities for 
slaughter pigs, reducing the use of antibiotics, building a biogas plant). Communicating about values 
(in form of criteria) and concrete initiatives enables the actors in the chain to understand in what 
direction other actors are moving, and why, and coordinate their own decisions and actions 
accordingly. For instance, producer criteria and initiatives may influence consumer choices, and the 
criteria and buying strategies of consumers may influence strategic producer decisions.  

The tool is based on the idea that assessments must be used in chains. Sustainability 
transformation of food systems is a complex undertaking that requires mediation of values and 
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synchronization of actions. If any link, be that production, processing, sale or consumption, lags 
behind, the transformation is stopped in its tracks. The food chain determines what is needed in form 
of assessments to assist sustainability transformation, and the proposed tool can help doing this by 
enabling mediation of values and determination of the criteria needed for a relevant and consistent 
assessment. 

4. Results from the Cross-Case Analysis 

There are clear differences in rationale between the cases. The rationales are related to different 
views on how food system changes come about and what the role of stakeholders, knowledge and 
values are in food system transformations. The findings are summarized in Table 1 and the main 
aspects are elaborated below. 

Table 1. Involvement of stakeholders, knowledges and values in the cases. 

 

The 
Sustainability 
Consortium 

(TSC) 

New Zealand 
Sustainability 

Dashboard 
(NZSD) 

HealthyGrowth 
(HG) 

MultiTrust 
Platform 

(MTP) 

Main tools for 
change  

(indicating the 
involvement of 

knowledges and 
values as 

grounds for 
action) 

Life cycle 
assessments, key 

performance 
indicators, 

benchmarking 

Sustainability 
assessments,  

key performance 
indicators, 

benchmarking, 
learning sheets, 
reference values 

Describing 
innovative and 
successful cases 
of values-based 

food chains, 
identifying key 
success factors 

Cooperative 
communicational 

platform, 
exposing value-
laden criteria for 
decision-making 

View of 
sustainability 

A product 
feature based on 

knowledge 

A farming 
system state 

based on 
knowledge 

Ongoing 
decision-making 

based on 
mediation of 

values 

Ongoing decision-
making based on 
communication of 

values 

Main rationale Instrumental 
rationality 

Instrumental 
rationality 

Value-rationality Value-rationality 

Stated goal for 
transformation 
(indicating the 

goal for 
involvement of 
stakeholders) 

Transform the 
consumer goods 

industry to 
deliver more 
sustainable 

products 

Motivate the 
transformation 

of farming 
systems for 

sustainability 
and resilience 

Identify 
alternative food 
chains that are 
able to grow in 
volume without 

losing their 
value basis 

Help organic 
actors develop the 

organic food 
systems in line 

with their ethical 
principles 

Sponsors 

TSC members, 
e.g., Unilever, 

BASF and other 
multinational 

consumer-goods 
producers and 

traders 

Several NZ food 
industries,  

NZ government, 
several 

universities 

European Union 
and eleven 

member states 

Initial phase: 
The Danish 

Ministry of Food, 
Later phase: 

The organic food 
system 

Developers 

TSC members’ 
staff,  

associated 
researchers,  
experts from 
companies 

Consultants, 
NZSD 

researchers, 
industry 

representatives, 
and in some 

cases farmers 

HG researchers, 
food chain 

agents develop 
their own food 

chain 

MTP researchers, 
food system 

agents  
(agents drive 

ongoing 
development of 

the platform) 

Immediate 
beneficiaries 

Same as 
sponsors 

Participating 
industries and 
their farmers 

Existing and 
new alternative 

food chains 

Organic actors 
and organic food 

systems 
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Agents of 
change 

TSC members, 
the members’ 

suppliers 
(consumer- 

goods 
producers) 

Farmers, 
food industries 

Food chain 
agents 

(producers, 
retailers, 

consumers, etc.) 

Food system 
agents 

(producers, 
retailers, 

consumers, etc.) 

Mode of 
participation 

(for the agents 
of change) 

Members: 
collegiate 
Suppliers: 

contractual 
(they must 

comply with the 
new rules of the 

game) 

Industry: 
collaborative 

Farmers: 
contractual, 

consultative, or 
collaborative 

Collegiate 
(the food chains 
have ownership 

of their own 
transformation 

processes) 

Collaborative to 
collegiate 

(the food system 
will have 

ownership of the 
operative 
platform) 

The surmised 
aims of 

involvement of 
stakeholders 
(beside the 

stated goal of 
sustainability 

transformation) 

Members: 
develop a new 

market segment 
and gain a 

competitive 
advantage 
Suppliers: 

gain access to the 
new market, 
competitive 
advantage 

Industry: 
inter-grower 
competition, 

alignment with 
grower values 

Farmers: 
comparative 

benchmarking, 
competitive 
advantage 

Mutual learning 
and inspiration, 

exchange of 
experiences on 

partnership 
organization and 

mediation of 
values in the 
food chain, 

influence the 
course of the 
development 

Exposing and 
discussing values 
in form of criteria, 
coordinating and 

synchronizing 
decisions in the 

food system, 
influence the 
course of the 
development 

4.1. View of Food System and Change 

The Sustainability Consortium sees the food system as a global market system, focusing on the 
consumer goods industry (i.e., large businesses in global chains), and operates to enable competition 
between products based on their sustainability credentials. This has the dual purpose of enabling 
companies to compete on and profit from making more sustainable products and in this way 
encouraging the development of more sustainable food systems. Sustainability is seen as a feature 
that products have to a larger or lesser degree. 

The NZ Sustainability Dashboard mainly sees the food system as a production system, focusing 
on localized (i.e., New Zealand) farmers and industries, and operates to assist and motivate the 
transformation to sustainable farming systems. The dual purpose is to promote sustainable 
transformation of the farming systems through scoring and benchmarking and enable them to 
compete better on a global market increasingly concerned with sustainability. Sustainability is seen 
as a state that farming systems can move toward. 

HealthyGrowth sees the food system as self-organizing food chains, focusing on alternative, 
values-based and presumably more sustainable food chains, and operates to identify ways for 
alternative food chains to compete and grow in the food market and thereby make the food system 
more sustainable. The purpose is to investigate what enables such chains to grow in volume without 
losing their integrity and consumer trust. Sustainability is seen as an ongoing process that has to be 
continuously discussed and mediated in the food chain. 

MultiTrust sees the food system as a self-organizing system, focusing on organic food systems 
based on shared values and ethical principles, and operates to develop tools that help actors in the 
system communicate on the criteria they use for making decisions and taking initiatives to develop 
their practice. The purpose is to investigate how overall assessments may be used to help transform 
food systems to the better by exposing and communicating their value basis. Sustainability is seen as 
a continuing process of development based on communication of values.  

The approaches differ in their perspectives on what food systems are and how they may be 
brought to change, as well as in the means they deploy to foster the emergence and adoption of 
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sustainable practices. This diversity of conceptions and methods suggests that these approaches draw 
on a variety of rationales or grounds for action. 

4.2. Involvement of Stakeholders 

The Sustainability Consortium involves main market players and product suppliers in a 
common framework of sustainability accreditation. The involvement of the TSC members in 
developing the assessment framework indicates that they consider sustainability an important 
marketing factor. Members fund the initiative and are the beneficiaries of the tools that are being 
developed. In the development team, there are member representatives (often chairing the working 
groups), experts from companies, and associated researchers involved in the construction and 
prioritization of measures and indicators, and effectively elaborating new sustainability standards 
for market accreditation. Decision-making is, however, limited to the members. The suppliers are 
direct agents of change, and they must comply with the new requirements to gain access to the 
growing market segment for sustainable products. They are not part of the development team, nor 
involved in testing or giving feedback on the approach. The involvement of the suppliers can thus be 
described as contractual. 

The NZ Sustainability Dashboard project involves partners from the primary industry in 
developing the sustainability assessment framework and in setting targets to be achieved. NZSD is 
funded by the New Zealand government and several industries and universities. The beneficiaries 
are the participating industries and individual farmers in those industries. Farmers are direct agents 
of change, and they are expected to feed data to the sustainability assessment tool and adjust their 
farming performance in accordance with their benchmarking and performance relative to reference 
values. In most cases the developers are consultants (who chair the working groups), researchers 
from the associated universities, and industry partners. Farmers are consulted about their 
expectations for the tool and to test tool prototypes by way of stakeholder workshops, surveys and 
interviews. In the kiwifruit industry farmers are included in the development to help define the goal 
and structure of the tool, following a collaborative mode of participation. In other industries, such as 
New Zealand Wine, the participation of farmers is more institutionalized and channeled through 
industry governance and management. In this case the industry is a direct agent of change in the 
same way that government regulation is a direct agent of change in so far as the institutional rules 
and regulations can be enforced. 

HealthyGrowth works to support the agents of the food chains in organizing their own chains 
and the value communication in the chain. HG is an EU ERA-net project funded by ten member 
states, with the alternative organic food chains as main beneficiaries. HG researchers are the main 
developers of the project as such, but the initiation and development of the alternative food chains is 
solely in the hands of the food chain agents (including producers, retailers, consumers, etc.) who are 
also, by default, the direct agents of change. The question of involvement is thus reversed in this case 
and researchers can be seen as to some degree involved in the sustainability transformation process. 
The project makes a point of distinguishing between disciplinary perspectives “owned” by the 
experts in the respective research fields, and a multi-perspectival research process that includes both 
research and stakeholder perspectives on an equal footing. The main mode of participation is 
collegiate in the sense that the food chains have ownership of their own transformation processes and 
every link in the chain is treated by the other as an equal partner. 

The MultiTrust platform is conceived as tool that integrates into the organic food systems to 
support the agents’ own communication about the value-based criteria that are employed, or in 
demand, for development toward better and more sustainable organic food systems. The MultiTrust 
project as such is funded by the Danish Ministry of Food, whereas the proposed communicational 
platform is to be funded and run by the organic food system itself, with the various food system 
agents (from producers to consumers) as main beneficiaries and the direct agents of change. In the 
start-up phase the involvement of stakeholders was collaborative, with the MT researchers taking 
responsibility for initial development. However, the plan is for the organic food system to take over 
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further development and ongoing running of the platform, changing this into a fully collegiate 
participation mode.  

4.3. The Role of Knowledge and Values 

The Sustainability Consortium is focused on measures of impacts across the entire lifecycle of 
the products based on scientific knowledge. Quantification is a key element, such as the generation 
of indicators from binary scores of best practices, which allows for subsequent calculation of metrics 
that compare performance between competitors. TSC’s global database entails a harmonization for 
comparability that allows for performance hotspot analysis and benchmarking. However, it also 
channelizes what is measured and how, which carries risks of unintended effects of losing local 
tuning and diversity and dumbing down other measurements and things that are hard to measure. 
There is no explicit, system-wide value-rational process that can guide the overall sustainability of 
decisions and initiatives by the direct agents of change. The approach is thus fundamentally 
performance based, building primarily on instrumental rationality. 

The NZ Sustainability Dashboard project focuses on developing assessment metrics that can be 
easily captured and calculated and where there is a reference for objective performance indicators. 
The approach is primarily performance based in that it monitors performance assessments in relation 
to sustainability goals and aspires to set up benchmarks and targets to be achieved. The setting of 
overall sustainability goals for each industry builds on value-rationality, but the main focus and 
operation of the approach is based on instrumental rationality. 

The HealthyGrowth project aims to help existing and new values-based food chains grow by 
facilitating mutual learning and inspiration through identification of significant success factors and 
narration of cases, with key chain agents as important communicators. The coherence and growth of 
the food chains depends on the successful communication about and mediation of these values across 
the chain. The chains are thus fundamentally based on value-rationality with instrumental rationality 
as a subordinate ground for action. 

The MultiTrust project focuses on how overall assessments can help make food systems, 
especially organic food systems, more sustainable, looking at the role of knowledge, values and 
communication in such assessments. The main tool for change is an online cooperative, 
communicational platform that works by exposing and communicating the value-laden criteria that 
the food chain agents employ when they make decisions on buying or selling or taking new 
development initiatives. This allows for coordination of values-based decisions in the system and for 
comparison of stated criteria and tangible initiatives with the organic values and ethical principles. 
The approach is thus clearly based on value-rationality, bringing in assessments and instrumental 
rationality only where this makes sense to the food chain agents on the basis of their criteria.  

4.4. The Road to Sustainability Transformation 

The stated purpose of all the approaches is to promote more sustainable food systems, that is, 
sustainability transformation. However, they harbor different rationales for how transformation is 
brought about. 

The TSC and NZSD approaches assume that assessment is sufficient to lead to transformation 
and that the underlying values are agreed by the agents of change. Their focus is therefore on 
measuring performance through assessments. This is based on instrumental rationality. Even though 
the TSC and NZSD approaches are shaped around sustainability goals, which are evidently values-
based, they are operating and set up according to an instrumental rationality where results of 
performance assessments are intended to drive the transformation. The mechanisms envisioned to 
lead from assessments to transformation include benchmarking between producers, target setting by 
industries or market players, and individual or guided learning processes. 

On the other hand, the HG and MTP approaches assume that reinforcement and nurturing of 
the values is the most important, even sufficient in itself to drive transformation. They have 
comparatively little interest in measurement to show that stated values are coupled with practices 
that produce the outcomes sanctioned by the agreed sustainability values. 
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In TSC sustainability accreditation is expected to secure and increase profit. However, the degree 
to which this leads to actual sustainability transformation depends on how crucial to overall 
sustainability the specific implemented measures are, and whether the actions taken by the 
companies to meet the targets have other effects that counteract sustainability transformation. 
Moreover, companies outside the Consortium will only be influenced by the TSC framework to the 
degree that they share the assumption that sustainability is an important market factor, and decide 
to enter into the TSC framework or establish competing sustainability frameworks. 

For NZSD the same considerations as for TSC apply in terms of whether the performance 
measures in themselves can guide sustainability transformation, albeit with the addition of 
practitioner-driven indicator selection processes and benchmarking. Moreover, since it works with 
entire industries, the NZSD project has the potential for NZ wide coverage. In the case of NZ Wine, 
NZSD works with 94% of the NZ vineyard area and inclusion and participation in the sustainable 
transformation of most of the NZ wine production can thus be ensured. However, whether this will 
ultimately lead to actual sustainability transformation depends on the chosen performance measures 
and targets and how appropriate the actions taken to meet these performance measures and targets 
are in regard to overall sustainability. 

In HG the focus is on processes of what is assumed to be transformations to more sustainable 
food systems, in form of growth of food chains that are intentionally and explicitly oriented toward 
specific values. Decisions and initiatives made as a result of the project will directly lead to 
sustainability transformation in so far as the value basis is consistent with the values of sustainability. 
However, this transformation will only apply to the chains involved, and a broader increase in 
sustainability will depend on the growth of these chains or the emergence of new values-based chains 
aiming at sustainability transformation. 

In MTP the focus is on communicative processes that are presumed to lead towards a more 
sustainable food system by way of decisions and initiatives by the agents in the food chain, because 
they are based on the fundamental values and ethical principles of organic agriculture. In so far as 
the proposed tool is generally adapted, this will directly lead to sustainability transformation, on the 
conditions that the food agents are sincere in their use of the tool (and trust each other to be sincere) 
and that the criteria are consistent with the values of sustainability. 

5. Discussion 

Looking beyond the specific cases, what can be learned from these differences between 
performance-based and values-based approaches to sustainability transformation? Specifically, how 
are the questions of why and how stakeholders should be involved related to the main rationale of 
the approach, and how can the identified strengths and weaknesses of the two very different, ideal-
typical approaches be used to further develop actual approaches to sustainability transformation? To 
address these questions in full, we first summarize key strengths and weaknesses of performance-
based and values-based approaches in Table 2 as a basis for the discussion of these ideal-typical 
approaches to sustainability transformation.  
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Table 2. Strengths and weaknesses of approaches to sustainability transformation. 

 Performance-Based Approaches Values-Based Approaches 

Strengths 

Continuous adjustment of actions to improve 
performance and achieve targets. 
Delineates consequences of alternative 
practices, which gives clear directions for 
choosing. 
Allows for a firm risk assessment. 
Measures the gap between current and 
desired states, which allows for scaling of 
investments. 
Clear basis for accreditation and marketing. 
Benchmarking can motivate individual 
responsibility.  
Credibility of the process (in an 
instrumentally rational sense). 
Sets sustainability as a definite target to be 
reached. 

Continuous coordination of values between 
stakeholders. 
All agents of change are involved in deciding 
where to head. 
Allows for a broad recruitment of agents based 
on shared values.  
Enforces a social contract about common 
purpose.  
Brings the value basis of tools into focus and 
discussion.  
The shared value basis gives resilience to 
guide actions in a future and uncertain world.  
Ownership of the process, which furthers 
increased motivation and legitimacy of the 
process.  
Sets sustainability as an ethical goal to be 
pursued. 

Weaknesses 

Steers by what is possible (and easy) to 
measure. 
Neglects the unknown consequences. 
The means become the targets, and the targets 
may not lead to the overall goal of 
sustainability.  
Quantification and indexation hides 
contextual information. 
Petrifies value discussions and the value basis 
of tools. 
Neglects agents of change as individual 
decision-makers. 
Agents of change do not get ownership of the 
values. 

Difficult to ascertain which actions fit the 
values. 
Difficult to choose between alternatives. 
Complex to communicate benefits in the 
market. 
Difficult to involve agents that do not share 
the value basis.  
Uncertainty on the actual consequences of 
values-based actions. 
Requires trust that the values are put into 
action. 
Lacks credibility (in an instrumentally rational 
sense). 

5.1. Stakeholder Roles and Rationales 

The rationale for acting towards sustainability transformation is closely connected to the 
rationale for involving the agents of change in the transformation (cf. [86]). Performance-based 
approaches, on one hand, tend to involve agents of change in an instrumental way to improve results. 
That is, food chain agents, such as suppliers in TSC and farmers in NZSD, can be compelled by market 
incitements or organizational means to pursue certain targets that are deemed to be instrumental in 
bringing about sustainability transformation. This can be very efficient in terms of the ratio of 
involvement, and it leaves the agents free as to how they are going to meet the targets. However, an 
important complication is that there is a variety of knowledges and experiences in social-ecological 
systems [87], and different ways of reasoning among stakeholders such as the different “production 
logics” found in organic farming [88]. The downside to instrumental involvement is that the actions 
taken to most efficiently meet the targets may turn out to not actually contribute to sustainability, or 
even have negative effects, because the agents act instrumentally with the targets as the goal and not 
based on an orientation toward the overall goal of sustainability. It also risks alienating the agents of 
change who operate in local conditions dependent on time, place, ecology and culture, leading to a 
loss of ownership and motivation toward overall sustainability transformation. This is a well-known 
problem in regulation of agriculture, where there often is a discrepancy between expected and actual 
outcome of regulation due to differences in values and way of reasoning between the regulatory 
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system and the farming systems [89], thus limiting the capacity of public authorities to act as direct 
agents of change.  

Values-based approaches, on the other hand, tend to involve agents of change by way of an 
invitation to share values and set the course of development; in HG the focus is the self-organizing 
processes of food chains, in MTP it is a tool for exposing and communicating value-based criteria. 
The food chain agents in HG and MTP can enter into establishing alternative food chains or into 
developing the organic food system if they to some degree agree with the value basis, or at least are 
able to act on this basis. This can be a major barrier to a large ratio of involvement due to the observed 
heterogeneity in values among, e.g., farmers [90]. The upside is that all the actually involved food 
chain agents act on a common value basis, or on a shared pool of values that are continuously 
discussed, and that their actions are thereby continuously re-oriented toward the overall goal of 
sustainability.  

In terms of learning how to move towards more sustainable practices, performance-based 
approaches channel our attention to how the agents can seek an agreed state that gives effect to 
assumed values. Values-based approaches do not put the ’how’ to test, but presuppose we know 
what to do, assuming we agree on the values and how to balance their various nuances. The 
difference is not that performance-based approaches work towards a goal and values-based do not. 
Having values as a ground of action does not preclude having a goal; often the value basis can have 
the form of a vision of a desired future. However, the difference is that a values-based approach does 
not expect that this future can be brought about by calculating how to get there based on available 
knowledge, whereas a performance-based approach does not expect that values-based actions will 
bring about this future.  

There are different ways in which the weaknesses of each approach can be handled. One option 
is to employ a different rationale for involvement than the general rationale for transformation, i.e., 
values-based involvement in performance-based approaches and instrumental involvement in 
values-based approaches, but this is not unproblematic.  

In performance-based approaches there is not a general consensus about what should go into 
the assessment framework due to the importance of context specificity, plurality and flexibility [91]. 
Therefore, efforts may be made to establish a shared value basis in a specific performance-based 
approach, for example by involving representatives for the agents of change in the development of 
the performance-based tools through stakeholder workshops etc., based on the idea that we have to 
transform values, as well as farming practices and technologies, if resilient and sustainable food, fiber 
and energy systems are to emerge. However, this can be of little avail if it does not acknowledge the 
existence of different values and perspectives and the need to open up for handling such differences 
as a basis for development of tools.  

In values-based approaches, a seemingly obvious option is to incorporate market mechanisms, 
or other institutionalized incentives, to induce performance-based efficiency into the values-based 
system. However, this can turn out to be counter-productive, because it interferes with the mediation 
of values that the system depends on, or because the values are transformed or restrained by having 
performance based approaches operating alongside or as part of a learning and transformation 
feedback loop. For instance, the HealthyGrowth project shows that establishing long term 
partnerships rather than relying on standard short term market contracts promotes the chances for 
success of values-based food chains [79].  

The bottom line is that the two approaches offer very different conditions for involvement of 
stakeholders due to the different rationalities employed. 

5.2. The Role of Motivation: Making the Agent Act 

Societal goals for sustainable development risk falling short of expectations because of what has 
been called “cockpit-ism” [92]: the illusion that top-down steering by governments alone can address 
global sustainability problems. This is an illusion because it disregards the problem of how to 
mobilize agents of change. Motivation is an important means to bridge the divide between 
sustainability assessment and sustainability transformation, and also to understand the difference 
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between the values-based and the performance-based approaches. Where Weber’s two types of 
rationality, instrumental rationality and value-rationality, are concerned with the communicable 
grounds for social action, motivation is related to the individual, affective or emotional grounds for 
action, which are outside the social sphere of rationality. Following John Maynard Keynes’ distinction 
between the rational motive for acting (the ground of action) and the psychological motive for acting 
(the cause of action) [93], we distinguish between three aspects of acting towards sustainability: (1) 
what the rationale for acting is; (2) what actually makes the agent act; and (3) which acts actually lead 
to sustainability transformation.  

The distinction between value-rationality and instrumental rationality reviewed throughout the 
present paper informs the first aspect. To inform the second, we need to distinguish between intrinsic 
and extrinsic motivation as the basis for the intention to act (see also [94,95]). Intrinsic motivation is 
when the agent acts out of own interest and inherent satisfaction; it is the prototype of autonomous 
or self-determined behavior, which does not need encouraging, nudging or whipping from outside. 
Extrinsic motivation is when the agent acts on something instrumental to a value that is held by the 
agent. It ranges from acting on incentives from outside to situations where the extrinsic motivation 
has been more or less internalized [96]. Intrinsic motivation is integrally connected to the needs for 
competence and autonomy, and feelings of competence, autonomy and relatedness are all crucial 
factors for the process of internalization. Accordingly, rewards, deadlines, imposed goals, 
competition, evaluation, and negative feedback have all been shown to decrease intrinsic motivation, 
presumably because they were experienced as controls [94]. Conversely, positive performance 
feedback is expected to enhance it.  

The distinction between instrumental and non-instrumental thus plays a basic role in the 
motivation for acting (2 above) as well as in the rationale for acting (1 above). Being based on 
instrumental rationality, performance-based approaches risk reducing (non-instrumental) intrinsic 
motivation towards the broader sustainability values and goals, and therefore may fall short on 
sustainability issues that are not part of the performance structure. Hence, performance-based 
approaches have to have a clear strategy for working with motivation to ensure that the scheduled 
goals are reached. Individuals that are intrinsically motivated towards an activity will improve not 
only their performance, but also their endurance and determination to succeed in the long term. 
Multiple factors must be met to nurture intrinsic motivation: participation, a sense of 
accomplishment, an enjoyment in taking part, and an understanding of the inherent benefits of the 
activity all help. Even if individuals have knowledge of the need to enhance performance, and hold 
to sustainable values, they still might not increase their performance if the factors that are required 
to motivate them to do so are not in place.  

Deliberation of which acts will eventually lead to sustainability transformation (3 above) must 
be rooted within one or the other form of rationality (but never both). Performance-based approaches 
focus on a number of selected aspects of sustainability, whereas the values-based approaches focus 
on actions that are believed to promote overall sustainability. Actions may have both direct and 
indirect transformative potential, i.e., change may result directly from the action itself or indirectly 
by influencing the actions of other agents. For example, one successful act that triggers transformation 
may inspire other agents to act. This is a form of extrinsic motivation that gets internalized to build 
intrinsic motivation. Such growth processes based on inspiration and internalization seem crucial to 
values-based approaches. Growth of transformation might also be based on social cognitive processes 
leading to the formation of a social unit or “collective” that perceives and acts as one [97], or based 
on social contracts in which the immediate needs and opportunities of individuals are trumped by 
the groups longer term interests. This transgresses the model of agents as individual selves that 
motivational processes are based on. 

The importance of intrinsic motivation underpins the arguments made in this paper that there 
is a more direct engagement with sustainability transformation in values-based approaches than in 
performance-based approaches. In other words, the issue of intrinsic motivation as a limiting force 
seems especially connected to performance-based approaches. However, performance assessment 
can offer other forms of motivation by enabling agents to see how to approach an agreed valued state. 
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A particular form of this is the “improvement escalator”—a type of lumbering, slow and impassive 
performance incentivization process based on monitoring performance and then benchmarking, 
empowered by performance anxiety or competition [77]. 

5.3. The Case of Organic Agriculture: A Tension between Rationales 

Organic agriculture is an instructive case to illustrate the tension between performance-based 
and values-based approaches because it embraces aspects of both. Many conflicts within organic 
agriculture, such as the questions of transport from areas with better production conditions versus 
zero-miles consumption, the use of irrigation versus preserving water resources, and leaching of 
nutrients versus animal welfare in outdoor pig production, can be seen as debates around which 
practices perform best within an instrumental rationale. Similarly, there are tensions between 
between production forms due to “epistemic barriers”, the fact that not all aspects of sustainability 
are equally readily revealed [98]. However, there are also tensions reflecting more fundamental 
divergences between performance-based and values-based approaches.  

On the one hand, organic agriculture can in itself be considered a values-based approach to 
sustainability transformation since it builds on an explicit and broadly accepted set of values in form 
of the Principles of organic agriculture [81,82]. On the other hand, organic agriculture is undergoing 
a rapid development to improve the production based on research and development that often relies 
on performance-based methods. A marked tension between the two approaches is expressed, for 
example, in the distinction between input-replacement organic agriculture and agroecology-based 
organic agriculture. The first makes the partial, utilitarian changes that are needed to comply with 
the organic rules in an otherwise conventional system, whereas the latter demands fundamental 
structural changes and new modes of practice compared to a conventional system. A similar tension 
is expressed in Paul Thompson’s distinction between resource sufficiency and functional integrity as 
two quite distinct approaches to agricultural sustainability [99–101].  

This two-sided character of organic agriculture is documented in the “conventionalization” 
debate [102,103], which was spurred by the observation that in some cases the practices of organic 
farms comply with the regulations, but not with the principles of organic agriculture. The elaborate 
organic certification system allows the organic food system to function without reference to the 
organic value basis. This enables development in terms of efficiency improvement, growth in scale, 
mechanization, use of new technologies, and specialization and differentiation of production systems 
that in many ways resembles the development of conventional agriculture. Conventionalized organic 
agriculture takes the rules as given conditions, and measures performance mainly in terms of 
economic returns. A performance-based approach could move this form of organic agriculture closer 
to the founding values, if the performance measures reflect those values and not just the present 
regulations. A value-based approach could challenge the values embedded in the regulations and the 
very idea that the organic regulations and economic drivers are sufficient to guide the transformation 
to more sustainable food systems. It may even challenge the values that have been determined in the 
Principles of organic agriculture. 

Many organic actors are aware of this tension and work to remedy the downside of the market 
accreditation system and the risks in incorporating performance assessments at the expense of 
guidance from the organic values. This motivated the values-based approaches in the HG and MTP 
projects which focused on tools and practices that can support value communication along the food 
chain. The communication of values, and of the (value-based) criteria that are used for taking 
decisions on daily practices and development initiatives, is crucial to establish shared values and 
build long-term partnerships between the involved businesses and organizations. Conversely, the 
concern whether organic standards are sufficient to ensure that the organic agricultural practices are 
sustainable has led to calls for a broadened and deepened performance-based assessment of organics 
[104].  
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5.4. Complementarity of Rationalities  

Instrumental rationality and value-rationality cannot be fused into one combined rationality that 
preserves the strengths of both. “As ideal types, the two [types of rational social action] are utterly 
opposed. One type asks: ‘What are the demands of my values, and how can I conduct myself 
consistently with them?’ The other type is uninterested in consistency with values, but rather asks: 
‘What is the most efficient route from A to B?’” Although these two rationalities are usually combined 
in actual life, Weber held that there is no rationality that mediates between the two; hence, ethical 
decision making is always fraught with risk and ambiguity.” [105] (p. 419). 

In fact, the two rationalities are complementary. You cannot at the same time base your actions 
on intentions and consequences. To act instrumentally excludes that you at the same time act based 
on values, you have to disregard values as partial and biased to be able to rely solely on the 
instrumental calculations. Conversely, to act fully value-rationally, you have to disregard 
instrumental calculations of consequences as partial and biased. This is a form of observer stance 
complementarity [106], where value-rationality is based on an involved observer stance, focusing on 
clarifying the internal world and forming intentions in form of values and ethical principles as a 
ground for action, and instrumental rationality is based on a detached observer stance, focusing on 
describing the external world and producing expectations in form of general knowledge as a ground 
for action. 

The same form of complementarity, we propose, can be found between the derived concepts of 
values-based and performance-based approaches to sustainability transformation. The 
quantification, indexation, and metricization inherent in the construction of performance measures 
that is essential to performance-based approaches, comes at the cost of hiding the context and value 
basis and obstructing the mediation and communication of values that is essential to values-based 
approaches (cf. [107]). Conversely, the open and continued debate of fundamental values and the 
grounding of actions directly in values work against the determination of value-basis and grounding 
of actions in finely crafted metrics. This has also consequences for issues such as motivation, as 
discussed above, where the involved observer stance of values-based approaches support the 
intrinsic motivation that has been found to be important to actually instigating changes and sticking 
to goals, such as sustainability transformation, better than the detached observer stance of 
performance-based approaches. The consequence of this complementarity hypothesis is that we 
would seek in vain for in-between approaches that offer the strengths of both. Efforts to combine the 
two should take this fundamental complementarity into account and seek ways not to merge, but to 
transcend the two approaches. 

5.5. Dynamics of Rationales 

If, as we argue, values-based and performance-based approaches cannot be merged, we might 
ask whether and how they can interact with each other in some form of dynamics of rationales. This 
can be either in diachronic (evolutionary or historical) processes such as the structuralization and 
institutionalization of rationales or in synchronic (contemporary) processes such as the cooperation 
and conflict between different rationales. Weber himself described historical processes where value-
rationality became transformed into instrumental rationality through institutionalization. Notably, 
he argued in The protestant ethic how religious sentiments in form of the protestant work ethic 
reanimated and changed social institutions to form the basis for capitalism [59,108]. Systems may be 
designed in the service of particular values, but once established, they carry on instrumentally in 
ways that leave practitioners with no other choice, so it no longer becomes an exercise of values. 
“Today the spirit of religious asceticism—whether finally, who knows?—has escaped from the cage. 
But victorious capitalism, since it rests on mechanical foundations, needs its support no longer.” [59] 
(pp. 181–182). 

Along the same line, we described above how the value basis of organic agriculture has 
historically been institutionalized in form of international standards and regulations, and argued that 
this was accompanied by a shift from value-rationality to instrumental rationality. A similar 
institutionalization of value-rationality, but into assessment tools instead of standards (see [47]), 
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seems to be a prerequisite for any performance-based approach to sustainability transformation. The 
cost is that the value basis becomes tacit and hidden. The implication of this is that assessments can 
be designed in the pursuit of values, but once they are adopted and have economic and practical 
benefits, action can become so logical and calculative that it is almost impossible to make values-
based decisions outside of that utilitarian sphere and to even see them as valued-laden activities.  

This again underpins the complementarity between values-based and performance-based 
approaches in synchronic processes, since it is not possible to, at the same time, determine and 
stabilize values as a basis for performance assessments and having an open discussion on what values 
to base decisions on. This complementarity is made clear by the elaboration of the two approaches as 
ideal-types. More generally, the meeting of different rationalities can lead to conflicts (e.g., [105]), 
especially if there is not enough awareness of the rationalities at work and their importance in relation 
to the involvement of stakeholders, knowledges and values.  

When, for example, researchers develop a specific sustainability assessment tool, the chosen tool 
is necessarily embedded with a particular worldview and particular values in form of assumptions 
on what is important to measure and methods for how to measure it [47]. Sometimes there is a 
deliberate and elaborate value-rational process of determining the values that form the basis for the 
tool and, thus, the instrumental rationality of using the tool to measure and improve food system 
structures and practices. However, in the process of institutionalization of such sustainability 
assessment tools, where the tools are standardized and disseminated as monitoring tools or 
performance measures, the embedded value basis no longer functions as a ground of action. The 
value-rational decisions are excluded by the tool’s instrumentally rational function.  

Moreover, we may envisage a dialectical process of shifts between instrumental and value-
rationality. For example, once there is a sense of value-rational agreement, there is an effort to align 
instrumental rationality to support it, and then as the value-rationality disappears it creates space for 
diverse values to oppose this instrumental rationality, and it swings the other way. 

Following this idea, there may be options for more dynamic, staged approaches that repeatedly 
shift between relying on value-rationality and instrumental rationality as linked alternating phases 
in a reflexive learning process of motivating and orienting change in the behavior of farming and 
food systems. However, such approaches would require new tools and procedures that are able to 
handle values and knowledges explicitly and on an equal footing and in relation to multiple scientific 
and stakeholder perspectives; tools that can observe one perspective from the vantage point of the 
other, and thereby be better able to find possible blind spots in the perspective in focus [60,109,110]. 
So far, we have not seen such explicitly staged, multi-perspectival approaches to sustainability 
transformation. 

5.6. Toward a Reflexive Rationality 

We find a distinction that is similar to Weber’s distinction between instrumental rationality and 
value-rationality in the traditional distinction between consequentialist and non-consequentialist 
ethics (e.g., [111]). In consequentialist ethics, such as utilitarianism, the morally right thing to do is 
the thing that will have the best consequences, whereas non-consequentialist ethics is a diverse group 
of approaches in ethics, such as deontological or duty ethics and virtue ethics, which have in common 
that they focus on the morally right actions regardless of the possible consequences of those actions. 
Weber made his distinction in relation to “social action”, whereas the distinction between 
consequentialist and non-consequentialist ethics is made in relation to “moral action”. We will not 
here explore the connection between social and moral action in detail, but only make a brief argument 
for the relevance of work on moral action to substantiate our proposal of a third type of rationality.  

In regard to Weber’s [52] characterization of instrumental and value-rationality as meaningfully 
oriented (social) action that is based on an understandable and communicable rationale, moral action 
is a subset of this where the rationale has a compelling character grounded in the valuation of certain 
values above others, such as the intrinsic value of persons and living beings. Sustainability is (also) 
an ethical or normative concept [101,112], e.g., based on a systemic extension of moral considerability 
to the ecological communities that we are part of [113], and social action towards sustainability 
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therefore corresponds to moral action. Hence the work on moral grounds of action has direct 
implications for our discussion of rationales for sustainability transformation. 

In ethics, different grounds of action can be seen as a potential expansion of the sphere of moral 
action, from a (non-consequentialist) focus on the character and intentions of the moral agent to a 
(consequentialist) concern for the known consequences and impacts of those actions, and further on to 
a concern for the unknown consequences and the limits of observation and knowledge. “Including 
unknown consequences diminishes the moral importance of the known consequences, and therefore 
increases the importance of intentions and principles of moral acting, but it also provides a new basis 
for critical reflection on the intentions and principles of acting” [113] (p. 73). The inclusion of 
unknown consequences as a moral ground of action is the source of relatively (compared to the 
thousands of years of ethical history) new ethical concepts such as the precautionary principle, 
ecological justice, and sustainability understood as functional integrity. 

In the context of the present paper, this suggests that there is yet another form of rationale, which 
transcends the two types of rationality suggested by Weber. As ideal-types, value-rationality 
disregards general knowledge as a ground for action, and instrumental rationality disregards the 
limits of science-based knowledge, and it is this very disregarding that gives these two types their 
force as rationales. The new, third form of rationale, which we call reflexive rationality, will take into 
account both the available scientific knowledge and the limits of knowledge, giving new weight to 
values in regard to instrumental rationality and new weight to knowledge in regard to value-
rationality. However, it is not just a combination of the two; it is not possible to get reflexive 
rationality by simply combining the two, because reflexive rationality requires a rethinking of the 
boundaries of both instrumental rationality and value-rationality. Such rethinking needs to take into 
account the role of scientific and stakeholder perspectives, as well as differences in rationales and 
values, in addressing “wicked problems”, such as sustainability, where there are different interests 
and different perspectives involved that frame the problem differently [114]. Reflexive rationality 
therefore requires observation of a second order [60,109,115] and polyocular, or multi-perspectival, 
communication [116], and this is only possible by recognizing the restrictions internal to value-
rationality as well as instrumental rationality. 

An example of reflexive rationality in action is found in the precautionary principle (e.g., [117]), 
which has played an important role in European environmental and food legislation for decades 
[118], but which is also highly contested in relation to risk assessment in for instance international 
trade agreements [119,120]. In the widespread praxis of risk assessment, we may speak of 
“instrumentally rational precaution”. This is based on the available scientific knowledge and ignores 
ignorance regarding the causal consequences of the decision and the values and preferences of those 
who might be affected. Although the precautionary principle must also be science-based and calls for 
further research in form of society's capacity for early detection of dangers, this principle entails a 
different approach to ignorance that can be called “reflexive precaution”. This involves reflections on 
the limits of knowledge and control, and deliberate strategies for handling ignorance and uncertainty 
(cf. [121]). The precautionary principle requires that preventive action must be taken in front of 
irreversible changes with unforeseeable consequences, in advance of conclusive scientific evidence 
of the danger (e.g., [118]). Thereby the principle shifts power from science-based knowledge to basic 
ethical principles on responsibility towards the natural basis of life and future generations. 

5.7. Beyond Performance versus Values 

Above, we proposed a new and third type of rationality, reflexive rationality, based on 
rethinking the boundaries of instrumental rationality and value-rationality. An overview of the 
characteristics of the three types of rationality is given in Table 3. As noted, we see reflexive rationality 
acted out in form of the precautionary principle. There is, however, a much larger potential, and need, 
for reflexive rationality in relation to the growing complexity of social-ecological systems and the 
wicked problems facing modern society, which calls for embracing diversity and ambiguity [122] and 
for handling values and uncertainties (e.g., [123,124]).  
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Table 3. Three types of rationality  

 Value-Rationality Instrumental 
Rationality 

Reflexive Rationality 

Action 
Grounded in 
explicitly formulated 
values 

Grounded in 
knowledge-based 
expectations of the 
consequences of the 
action 

Grounded in both 
knowledge, the limits 
of knowledge, and 
values 

Process 

Consistent 
intentional and 
purposeful 
orientation of the 
action to these 
values 

Means and ends are 
rationally considered, 
taken into account, and 
weighed 

Deliberate strategies 
for handling 
ignorance and 
uncertainty 

Meaning 

The meaning of the 
action lies in the 
intrinsic value of the 
action 

The meaning of the 
action lies in the 
achievement of end 
results 

The meaning of the 
action lies in the wise 
use of knowledge  

Blind spots 
Disregards science-
based knowledge as 
a ground for action 

Disregards the limits of 
science-based 
knowledge 

Disregards that a 
second order 
perspective is still a 
perspective  

Tools 
Processes of value 
formulation and 
communication  

Performance measures 
and targets 

Second order 
observation and 
polyocular 
communication 

Examples 

Practices based on 
the ethical principles 
of organic 
agriculture 

Decisions based on 
performance measures, 
e.g., risk assessment 

Decisions based on 
the precautionary 
principle 

Reflexive rationality can help underpin new strategies for sustainability transformation, but the 
tools to bring reflexive rationality into action are sorely lacking. Assessment in itself is not enough; 
participation in itself is not enough; intention in itself is not enough. We need tools better able to 
handle the variety of values, knowledges and stakeholders needed for sustainability transformation 
and to take into account the various limits of rationality: (1) Tools that can explicitly handle 
knowledge gaps, limits of knowledge, perspectives as basis of knowledge, and values as basis for 
assessments; which are robust towards the dominance of the measureable and the failure of good 
intentions; and which underpin the role of acting early in form of effortless action (wu wei) [125], and 
acting cautiously in form of precautionary action; (2) Tools that take into account key social 
mechanisms such as trust, in accordance with Luhmann who developed the understanding of trust 
as a reduction of social complexity [126,127], and power, in accordance with Flyvbjerg who 
developed the classic concept of phronesis (i.e., prudence or practical wisdom) to handle issues of 
values and power [54,128]. “Phronesis is most important because it is that activity by which 
instrumental rationality is balanced by value-rationality, and because such balancing is crucial to the 
sustained happiness of the citizens in any society, according to Aristotle.” [54] (p. 4); And (3) tools 
that can take into account the reality of social systems and their role in relation to sustainability, and 
the need for coordination and synchronization of social systems with different time bindings and 
time horizons to enable sustainability transformation [115,129]. 

Performance-based approaches are dominant today with regard to the role of science in 
sustainability transformation as well as other societal goals. The reasons are obvious, drawing on the 
might of science and the strength of instrumental rationality. The mistake is to think of the 
performance as the end in itself. Values-based approaches are thriving outside the limelight, showing 
an entirely different, agent-based and value-driven approach to sustainability transformation; a 
successful, but still quite restricted approach. It would be a mistake, however, to fathom the values-
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based approach as an alternative that can relieve performance-based approaches of their duty. The 
way forward is to build on the strengths of these two ideal-typical approaches and seek to avoid their 
weaknesses. Not by finding the happy medium; this will have the strength of neither, because 
bringing in the perspective of performance destroys values as ground of action and bringing in the 
perspective of values destroys performance as ground of action. However, by employing these two 
approaches as elements in a reflexive approach that acknowledges their potential and limits, and 
which establishes a third, yet to be fully determined, ground of action that incorporates the limits of 
both good intentions and known consequences; a ground of action similar to the rationale found in 
the precautionary principle. 

In a reflexive approach, performance assessment is just one step, and it will be worthless without 
agreeing on and rewarding values that promote sustainability. Equally, having sustainable values in 
place is worthless if we do not know where we are now, why, where we want to get to, and how we 
can best get there. One way to conceive this reflexive approach is as an ongoing feedback dialogue 
between all players in a society under a constantly changing set of pressures, a polyocular 
communication that can handle different perspectives, rationales and values, and which leads to 
increased opportunity for values transformation and practice transformation to co-evolve. One of the 
subtle imprisoning effects of mensuration is the way it implies that a crisp goal state can be 
predetermined, yet resilience thinking says it will always be a changing set of targets or at least a 
blurry target. We do not expect the same definition of values and little requirement to measure 
players’ “orientations” towards sustainability in the same crisp terms. Hence values tend to be left 
out of the conversation in some blind assumption that the numbers alone will guide us to increased 
human and environmental wellbeing.  

Both performance-based and values-based approaches are invaluable, but both have their 
weaknesses and we cannot do both at the same time. When one approach takes the lead, we need to 
use the perspective of the other to see where the first goes astray, and find complementary ways 
forward. Based on reflexive rationality, performance measures and indicators have the potential to 
support communicative action through reasoned justification, bringing to open and conscious 
reflection the criteria and grounds for action, and thus avoiding the enhancement of an instrumental 
rationalization and the dominance of an instrumental, or purposive, means–end rationality [52,66]. 
Correspondingly, discussions and decisions on foundational values have the potential to place 
available performance measures in a wider and more comprehensive context. 

6. Conclusions 

There are two very different ideal-typical approaches to the role of research in sustainability 
transformation. Some of their respective strengths are that performance-based approaches excel in 
delineating consequences of alternative practices and continuously adjusting actions to improve 
performance and achieve targets, whereas values-based approaches excel in their continuous 
coordination of values between all the agents of change as a resilient guide to actions in an uncertain 
world. Some of their weaknesses are that performance-based approaches neglect unknown 
consequences and steer by what is easy to measure, while values-based approaches require trust that 
the values are put into action and suffer from uncertainty about the actual consequences of values-
based actions. 

Performance-based approaches rely on instrumental rationality where actions are grounded in 
knowledge-based expectations of how to reach the chosen ends, whereas values-based approaches 
rely on value-rationality where actions are based directly on values in themselves. Both approaches 
are equally focused on bringing about a more sustainable future. The difference is that a values-based 
approach does not expect that this future can be brought about by calculating how to get there based 
on available scientific knowledge, whereas a performance-based approach does not expect that 
values-based actions will bring about the desired future. 

While instrumental rationality has been dominant and decisive for the development of modern 
civilization, mensuration has an uneven, structuring effect over and above the strengths and 
weaknesses of leading off the conversation on values versus performance. Performance-based 
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approaches are well-known and widespread, values-based less prominent. However, contrasting the 
two as equally valid approaches to sustainability transformation is crucial to understand why both 
may fail, and to see how to progress. The lessons learned from contra-posing the two are, however, 
rather intricate. 

The two approaches offer very different conditions for involvement of stakeholders due to the 
different rationalities employed. Performance-based approaches typically work toward general tools 
that are tested scientifically and which refer to international norms. Due to their instrumental nature 
and the dominant position of instrumental rationality they can have very strong institutionalized 
incentives for participating, which ensures that targets are met. This serves to substantiate the general 
validity and coverage of the tools, but it also risks alienating the agents of change who operate in 
local conditions dependent on time, place, ecology and culture, leading to a loss of ownership and 
motivation toward overall sustainability transformation. Values-based approaches typically involve 
agents of change in a shared value communication which promotes ownership and motivation for 
working toward overall sustainability transformation, and which is flexible towards different and 
variable conditions. However, they may have difficulties in achieving a wide coverage due to the 
heterogeneity of values among stakeholders. 

We see no option for finding an optimal, in-between approach that offers the best of both ideal-
types, because they are complementary in the sense that they rely on mutually exclusive grounds of 
action; you cannot at the same time act based on intentions and consequences. The quantification, 
indexation, and metricization inherent in the construction of performance measures comes at the cost 
of hiding the context and value basis and obstructing the mediation and communication of values. 
Conversely, the open and continued debate of fundamental values and the grounding of actions 
directly in values work against the fixation of values and grounding of actions in finely crafted and 
elaborated metrics. 

Efforts to combine the performance-based and values-based approaches must take this 
fundamental complementarity into account and seek ways not to merge, but to transcend them. For 
instance, there are options for reflexive learning between the two types of approaches by observing 
one perspective from the vantage point of the other, and thereby be better able to find possible blind 
spots in the perspective in focus. For essentially values-based approaches, such as farming and food 
systems based on the ethical principles of organic agriculture, the results indicate that great care 
should be taken when employing performance measures to improve the system. The measures and 
connected targets will necessarily be focused only at certain aspects of the system. The specific 
directions gained from these performance measures should be balanced by other perspectives and 
the wider concerns inherent in the value basis to take into consideration the unmeasured and 
unmeasurable effects. If performance based approaches are to transform food systems, it will not be 
enough to just discuss and determine their value basis in the development stage. It would be even 
worse to deploy a predefined performance-based tool without reflecting on the values embedded in 
the selection and design of performance measures. Instead, the underlying values must continue to 
play a role to balance and supplement the powerful but narrow performance measures and to help 
the agents of change keep the overall goal of their joint endeavor front and center of their plans, 
actions and communication. 

We now urge adoption of a third type of approach to sustainability transformation based on 
reflexive rationality as a third and distinct type of rationality. Reflexive rationality grounds social 
action in the available empirical and experiential knowledge, takes the contextual and perspectival 
basis of knowledge into account, and relies on values and ethics where knowledge ends. 

The reflexive rationality approach proposed here transcends the existing approaches to 
sustainability transformation. So far, it has only been enacted in limited and restricted forms such as 
the precautionary principle. We expect that innovative and adequate tools will be needed before it 
can fully facilitate sustainability transformations. This calls for decision makers, researchers and 
agents of change to expand their usual modes of reasoning. Successful sustainability transformations 
will require a greater consideration of the basis and limits of knowledge, special focus on motivation 
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and communication for change, and especially a critical reflection on values and performance 
assessment as complementary strategies to build a sustainable future. 
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